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1. INTRODUCTION 
A relation between projective planes and planar ternary rings was given by 
Hall [6]. Zarovnyi gave a sufficient condition for a group to be an afline plane 
in [8]. Then, Anshel and Clay generalized the concept of a planar near-field 
by Zemmer [9] to a planar near-ring, and found some geometric interpreta- 
tions of certain integral planar near-rings in [l, 21. Some applications of 
integral planar near-rings were obtained by Ferrer0 [5] and Clay [4]. The 
purpose of the present paper is to continue the investigation of the planarity 
of algebraic systems. We shall study a case in rings. In Section 3, a preplanar 
ring is defined, and two sufficient conditions are found for a preplanar ring 
to be an affine plane. Section 4 will prove some functorial properties of a 
category of preplanar rings and its subcategories. For example, there is a full 
bijective functor from the category of the preplanar rings with the same integral 
component (see Section 4 for definition) to the category of groups torsion free 
as modules over the above integral component. Then, the last section will 
connect the concepts of a preplanar ring and a planar ring defined by means 
of the planar property in [l]. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
An element r in a ring R is called a proper left zero divisor if there exist 
nonzero elements t’ and t” in R such that rt’ = 0 and rt” # 0. A ring R is 
called a uniform ring if it does not contain proper left zero divisors. Hence, 
R = A u S, where A = {r/r is a left annihilator of R, that is, rt = 0 for all 
t in R}, and S = {r/rt = 0 implies t = 0 for t in R}. A proper uniform ring 
is a uniform ring R (= A u S) with A # {0} and S # ,G , a void set (see also 
[5]). Now we define a preplanar ring. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A ring R is called a preplanar ring if it is a proper 
uniform ring (= A u S) such that every element r in S has a right identity 
e, with re, = Y. 
An example of a uniform ring is a subring I of a matrix ring of order n 
for some integer n over an integral domain, where I = {[u& all entries but 
those along the &h-row are zero and the entries along the kth-row are 
arbitrary). Then, A = ([a&j in I/a,, = 0} and S = {[ali] in I/akk # O}. More 
examples can be found in Section 4. Throughout, we assume that R is a 
preplanar ring (= A u S), and that Id(R) is the set of all right identities of 
the elements in S. 
3. PREPLANAR RINGS AND AFFINE PLANES 
In this section, two sufficient conditions for a preplanar ring to be an afline 
plane are given. For all related definitions and facts of an a@ne plane, see 
[l, 31. We start with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a preplanar ring (= A v  S). Then, 
(1) The set of all right identities of the elements in S, Id(R) = {e + a/e is 
an arbitraryfixed element in Id(R) an d a runs ower A); that is, Id(R) = e + A. 
(2) The relation e, -+ a, in the equution e, = e + arr between Id(R) and 
A is a bijection for 01 in some index set I. 
Proof. We first show that each e, in Id(R) is uniquely determined by the 
element r in S such that re, = r for each 01 in I. This follows because re, = r 
and res = r implies r(e8 - es) = 0, and so e, = es , from the definition of S. 
Next, we claim that e,t = t for all t in R. Indeed, e, is an idempotent, so 
R = e,R + R’ with e,R’ = 0, and so R’ = 0 (fore, is in S). Hence, R = e,R 
implies that e,t = t for all tin R. Now let a be an element in A, e an element in 
Id(R) with re = r for some r in S. Then, 
(e + a)(e + a) = e(e + a) + a(e + a) = e + a 
for e is a left identity of R and a is in A. Hence, e + A C Id(R). Conversely, 
for each e, in Id(R), (e, - e)e = e,e - e = e - e = 0, so e, - e is in A. Thus, 
e, - e = a, for some a, in A, and hence, e, = e + a, . This proves part (1). 
Part (2) is clear. 
COROLLARY 3.2. By keeping the notations of Lemma 3.1, A = {a, = e, - e 
for all 01 in I). 
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LEMMA 3.3. By keeping the notations of Lemma 3.1 (we can assume ear # e, 
for 0~ # P), then, 
(1) R=UJR.f 11 e or a e, in Id(R)} U {Ra, for all a, in A}. 
(2) Re, n Re, = {0} for e, # e, in Id(R). 
(3) Re, n Rae = (0) for all 01 and fl in I. 
(4) Re, E Re, s Ra, as left Re-modules for all 01, jl and y  in I. 
Proof. (1) and (3) are clear. Since every element in S has a unique right 
identity, part (2) is immediate. For part (4), we detine a map f  : Re, -+ Re, by 
f  (re,J = yes . Let r’e, = r”e, . Then, r’erreB = r”e,es , r’es = r”es (for e, is a 
left identity of R). Hence, f  is well defined. Also, we define a mapg: Re, -+ Ra, 
by g(re,) = ra,, . It is straightforward to show that g is well defined and that f  
and g are isomorphisms as left Re-modules for any e in Id(R). 
Recalling that e, # e, # 0 for 01 # /3 in I, we have a Main Theorem in 
this section. 
THEOREM 3.4. If  A = Ra, for each a in I, then, any prephar ring is an 
afine plane with the cosets of Re, and Ra, for all 01 in I as lines and the elements 
of R as points. 
Proof. We first note that the set A = {a,/or runs over I} u (0) by Corollary 
3.2. Let A = Ra, for each 01 in I. Then, by Lemma 3.3, R = Ra, u (Res/fi 
in I} such that (1) Ra, g Ree for each /3 in I as left Re-modules for an e in 
Id(R) (hence as additive groups); (2) Ra, n Ree = (0) for each /3 in I, and (3) 
Re, n Re,, = (0) for each /3 # y in I. Hence, to show that R is an affine 
plane is to show that R = Ra, + ReB = Ree + Re, by [8] (see also [l, 1691). 
Indeed, Ra, + Re, C R is clear. Conversely, for each r in R (= A u S), Y is 
either in A or in S. In case Y is in A (= Ra,), we are done. In case Y is in S, 
there exists an e, in Id(R) with reA = r. But e,, = es + a, for some a,, in A 
by Lemma 3.1, where e, replaces e, so Y = re, = r(es + aA) which is an 
element in Re, + Ra, (for A = Ra,). Therefore, R = Ra, + Re, . Now, we 
claim that R = Ree + Re,, . Clearly, Re, + Re,, C R. Since (es - e,,)e = 
e - e = 0, (es - e,,) is a nonzero element in A, and hence, A = R(e, - e,) 
by hypothesis. Thus A C Re, + Re, . This implies that Re, + Re, + Ra, = 
Re,fRe,+ACRe,+Re,. But R = Re, + Ra, by the above result 
so Re, + R = R C Re, + Re, . This completes the proof. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.4, the condition that A = Ra, for each cz in I 
implies that R = Re, + Rev for each p # y in I. Next, we want to show the 
converse statement under a weaker assumption. 
LEMMA 3.5. If  R = Rem + Re, for a pair 01 and j3 in I, then A = 
-Wea - es>. 
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Proof. Since R = Re, + Re, , for each a in A, there exist r’ and r” in R 
such that a = r’e, - r”g . Noting that a is in A, we have aR = 0, 
and hence, (r’e, - r”ee)ee = 0. That is, r’e,ee - r”e,ee = 0, r’e, = r”ee . 
Thus, a = r’e, - r”ee = r'e8eu - r”e,e, = (r’eB)(ear - eB), which is an element 
in R(e,, - es). This proves that A C R(eu - eB). Clearly, R(e, - ee) CA, so 
A = R(e, - ee). 
THEOREM 3.6. If  R = Re, + Re, for an arbitrary y  and all /3 with fi # y  
in I, then A = Ra, for each (y. in I. 
Proof. Since R = Re, + Re, , A = R(ee - e,) by Lemma 3.5. As given 
in Lemma 3.1, denote (es - e,) by a, , and then A = {ae = e, - e,/,B runs 
over I}. Thus A = Rae for each a, # 0 in A. 
Using Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6, we have another sufficient condition 
for a preplanar ring to be an affine plane. 
THEOREM 3.7. If  R = Re, + Re, for an arbitrary Jixed y  and all /3 with 
@ # y, then R is an afine plane. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If  Re is a skewjeld for some e in Id(R) and A is a vector 
space of dimension 1 over Re, then R is an aflne plane. 
Remark. Since R = A v (Re,/or in I}, the left R-module A is a left 
Re,-module for each e, in Id(R). Of course, Re, has no zero divisors, for it is 
equal to Se, V (0). 
4. SOME FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES 
Let R be a preplanar ring (= A V S). Since Re, = Se, U (01, it is a ring 
with identity e, , but without zero divisors; that is, it is an integral domain 
(not necessarily commutative). Hence, from the fact that A = RA = Re,A, 
A is a left module over a ring Re, for any (Y in I without zero divisors. More- 
over, recall that a (left) module M is unitary over a ring R if lm = m for all m 
in M, where 1 is the identity of R, and M is torsion free if rm # 0, whenever 
I # 0 and m # 0 in R and M, respectively. It is immediate from the definitions 
of A and S that A is a torsion free (hence, unitary) left module over Re, 
without zero divisors for each (Y in I. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let R be a preplanar ring (= A u S). Then, we call 
Re, an integral component of R, and A the annihilator component of R. 
Clearly, a given preplanar ring uniquely determines a torsion free module 
over its integral component, and any two integral components of a preplanar 
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ring are isomorphic as rings as well as left modules. Now, let C, be the 
category of all preplanar rings with a same integral component, and let C, 
be the category of abelian groups that are torsion free left modules over the 
above integral component. We also assume dA = A for all d # 0 in Re, . 
THEOREM 4.2. F(R) = A is a bzjective functor from CR to CM, where R 
is an object in C, with R = A u S. 
Proof. We note that R = Re + A from the proof of the first half of 
Theorem 3.4, so R = D + A, where D is the same integral component of 
R in C, and A is the annihilator component of R. Now, we claim that 
F: R -+ A is a functor from C, to C, , Let R’ and R” be two objects in C, 
and let f : R’ -+ R” be a morphism (ring homomorphism) in C’s such that 
R’ = D + A’ and R” = D + A”. For an e in Id(R), a in A’, we have that 
0 =fW =fHfW, since ae = 0. This implies that f  (A’) C A”, for, 
f(e) is in Id(R”) if f  # 0. Thus, the restriction off to A’ induces a morphism 
(additive group homomorphism) from A’ to A”, and hence, F(f) is defined. 
Moreover, F(f ‘f”) = F(f ‘) F(f “) and F(Z,) = lA are easy to verify for all 
well-defined morphisms f  ‘, f’ and f  ‘f’ in C, and the identity map 1s of R. 
Clearly, F is injective. Next, to show that F is surjective, is a consequence of 
the following construction. For an A in C,,,, , (A, +) is an abelian group 
such that it is also a torsion free left D-module. From the groups (A, +) and 
(D, +), we form an abelian group D + A = {d + a = a + d/d in D and 
a in A} with D n A = (0). Further, we define a multiplication . on D + A so 
that (D + A, +, .) is a preplanar ring with an integral component D and an 
annihilator component A. That is, (d + u) * (d’ + a’) = d(d’ + a’) = 
dd’ + da’ in D + A. The multiplication * is well defined because D n A = (0) 
in D + A. Then, it is straightforward to show that (D + A, +, *) is a required 
object in C, such that F(D + A) = A. 
The above construction of D + A for a given A in C, induces a functor 
from the category of all torsion free left D-modules to a subcategory of C, . 
We are going to show that this is an isomorphism functor. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C,’ be a subcategory of C, such that it has the objects of 
C, and the restriction of each morphism in C,’ to D is an identity map, and let 
CM’ be a category of all torsion free left D-modules. Then, C,’ and CM’ are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. We have shown that F(R) = A is a bijective functor when C, is 
considered as a category of groups, so is the same F from C’s’ to C, . Now, we 
claim that F is also a functor when C, is considered as C,‘. Let f be a 
morphism from R’ (= D + A’) to R” (= D + A”) in C,‘. Then, for 
each d in D, a in A’, F(f)(du) = f  (da) = f  (d) f  (a) = df (u) for f  (d) = d by 
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hypothesis. Thus, F(f) is a left D-homomorphism from A’ to A”, and then, F 
is a functor from CR’ to CM’. Next, let G: A -+ D + A as constructed in 
Theorem 4.2. We claim that G is the inverse functor of F. For a left D-module 
homomorphism g from A’ to A” in CM’, define (1, g) from G(A’) to G(A”) by 
(Z,g)(d + a) = d + g(u) for any d in D and a in A’. Then, 
(4 g)((d + 4 + W’ + 4) 
= (I, g)((d + d’) + (a + a’)) = d + d’ + g(a + a’) 
= (l,g)(d + a) + (kg)@ + a’> 
for d, d’ in D and a, a’ in A’. Also, 
(I, g)((d + a) . (d’ + a’)) = (I, g)(dd’ + da’) = dd’ + g(du’) = dd’ + dg(u’), 
and 
((4 g)(d + 4) . ((6 W’ + 4) = (d + g(4) * Cd’ + g(4) = dd’ + &(a’). 
Hence, (Z,g) is a ring homomorphism from G(A’) to G(A”). Then, it is a 
routine work to verify the rest for the equivalence of CR’ and CM’ by using F 
and G. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3, we have 
COROLLARY 4.4. The fun&or F of Theorem 4.2 is fun. 
5. PREPLANAR RINGS AND PLANAR SYSTEMS 
In this section, we shall give a relation between preplanar rings and 
planar systems as defined in [I]. From [l], any two elements a and b in 
a ring R are called left multipliers if ur = br for all Y  in R. A ring R has 
planar property if the equation ax = bx + c has a unique solution x in R 
whenever a and b are not left multipliers. A ring R is called a planar ring if it 
has planar property and there are at least three elements, no two of which are 
left multipliers (see [5, Definition A]). Ferrer0 [q characterized a planar 
near-ring in terms of finite uniform near-rings (see Section 2 for a related 
definition). We shall now characterize a planar ring in terms of preplanar 
rings. 
THEOREM 5.1. The following statements are eqm*valent: Assume there are 
at least three elements in R, no two of which are left multipliers in statements 2,3, 
and 4. 
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(1) R is a planar ring. 
(2) R is a preplanur ring (= A u S), and every element r in S has a right 
inverse r-l such that rr-l = e, where re = r. 
(3) R is a preplanar ring and Re\{O) is a multiplicative group for each e in 
Id(R). 
(4) R is apreplanar ring and Re is a skewfieldfor any e in Id(R). 
Proof. (1) + (2) was given in [l, Theorem 1; 5, Lemma 11. (2) w(3)++ (4) 
are clear. To show (4) + (I), 1 e a and b be nonleft multipliers such that t
ax = bx + c for an c in R. Then, ax - bx = c, (a - b)x = c. Since (a - b) 
is not in A (for, otherwise, (a - b)R = 0 implies ar = br for all r in R, 
a contradiction), the inverse of (a - b) in the skewfield Re exists where e is 
the identity of (a - b). Thus, (u - b)-rc is the unique solution. 
The following corollaries are immediate: 
COROLLARY 5.2. If R is a planar ring (= A u S), then A is a vector space 
over a skewfield Re, where e is in Id(R). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Every planar ring R with dim,,(A) equal to 1 is an 
afine plane. 
Remark 1. There are a lot of preplanar rings that are not planar rings. 
Let D be an integral domain that is not a field, and let A be a torsion free left 
D-module. Then, Theorem 4.3 implies the existence of a preplanar ring 
(D + A, +, *) that is not a planar ring by Theorem 5.1. 
Remark 2. In [l], an affine plane can be obtained from an integral 
planar near-ring that does not contain zero divisors. Here, we obtain affine 
planes from preplanar rings and planar rings with zero divisors. Moreover, 
we observe that how active role the set of all left zero divisors play and how 
the two parts A and S interact to each other in the whole paper. 
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